Benediction at 5:00.
Adorers be on time.
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Get up, make reparation
with Christ at Mass.

Contains all
Sunday and week-
day Masses of
Lent.

Communion prayers,
stations and
other devotions.

25¢

At Mass Christ promises obedience
to His Father, thanks Him, makes
reparation, begs blessings for men.

At Mass, we are to pray with Christ,
do what He does with Him.

The Missal helps one pray with
Christ and through His intercession.

With the Missal you pray with
greater ease, with more glory to
God and more fruit to yourself.

PRAYERS: (Deceased) grandmother of Bill Dinnen (B-P); friend of Al Sommer; mother of
Bob Keeley (Zahm). (Ill) aunt of Jack Fitzgerald (O-C); mother and father of Rev.